I CIZK 00 NNN DIS NWL DE
TO 231326Z
FM USN 22
TO DIST NOVEMBER WHISKEY/ALFA
C/R ET SAGE
SIGINT READINESS BRAVO, OMEG, SPOT REPORT.
REPORT NR 7

AT 231116Z SOVIET PASSENGER VESSEL NIKOLAYEVSK/UBST REPORTED HIS
POSITION AS 2135N 7316W STATING THAT A WAR SHIP APPEARED ON AN
APPROACHING COURSE. VESSEL REQUESTED TO OBSERVE (PRODUCE SLEDITX).

AT 231135Z VESSEL GAVE HER POSITION AS 2132N 7325W STATING THAT
A U.S. WAR VESSEL NR 889 WAS FOLLOWING HER ON A PARALLEL COURSE
REQUESTING TO KNOW WHERE SHE WAS FROM AND THAT THE WAR VESSEL WAS
CONTINUING TO FOLLOW US.
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